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1.

MOTIVATION

Lake Surface Temperature (LST) is a key characteristic of lakes, shaping the
ecological properties of these inland water bodies and their environment. Here
we present the establishment of a long-term, high-quality, monthly LST dataset
within the European Alps reaching back to 1880, which is to be provided to the
scientific community for further research. Beyond that we show preliminary
results extending LSTs into the future until the end of this century.
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3. METHODS
LST reconstructions back to 1880 are derived from atmospheric covariates (from HISTALP) via
sets of transfer-functions. Applied transfer-functions have passed a selection process ensuring
mathematical, physical and quality requirements. They are selected from about 160 million
candidates according to skill, which is determined through a comprehensive assessment based
on validation experiments and several performance measures.

4. MODEL PERFORMANCE

5. RESULTS : LST RECONSTRUCTIONS

For each lake and every month (January to December) two calibration and validation experiments (exp-1,
exp-2) are conducted for all MLR models based on covariates identified by the above described selection
procedure. In exp-1 model calibration is carried out within 1950-1985 and validation throughout 1986-2013. In exp-2 no distinction between calibration and validation periods is made - they both stretch the
entire period. Therefore, findings of exp-1 carry more weight assisting in identifying best performing
combinations of atmospheric covariates, while MRL-coefficients derived in exp-2 are used for LST
reconstruction. The actual implementation of this approach comes in this study with about 160 million
experiments.

2. COMPILATION & HOMOGENIZATION OF LST OBSERVATIONS
Monthly temperature records from Austrian lakes covering a period of about
six decades are digitized from hydrological yearbooks. Clustering techniques
(rotated empirical orthogonal functions and hierarchical cluster analysis – von
Storch and Zwiers 1999) are used to identify groups of lakes signified by inner
similarity and outer separation. These are not only used for an overall quality
assessment, but also provide optimal starting conditions for the application of a
homogenization procedure (HOMER, Mestre et al. 2013), warranting
homogeneous LST data from 1950 onwards.

Figure 6. LST development at lake Milstätter See in April (upper panel) and at lake Mattsee in July. Gradients for reconstructed, modelled and observed time-series are indicated by k, k_{mod} and k_{obs},
respectively. Tables present performance statistics associated with models employed for reconstructions. Boxplots refer to modelled and observed LST distributions throughout considered periods. The distinct increase
in LSTs from the mid-1980s onwards - best visible in April (first row) - is shared by all lakes and may be considered as another proof of climate change, which is independent from air-temperature records
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6. RESULTS : LST PROJECTIONS
Figure 1. Location of considered lakes in the complex terrain of Austria.

Atmospheric data used for LST reconstructions are taken from HISTALP (Auer et
al. 2007). HISTALP is a long-term, homogeneous database comprising monthly
time-series of atmospheric variables at stations spread across the European
Alps. Figure 2 shows the distribution of sites providing temperature,
precipitation totals and air-pressure.

LST projections are based on ensembles of Global Climate
Model runs, which have been driven by two potential
future evolutions of mankind (Figure 7), called
‘Representative Concentration Pathways’ (RCP4.5, RCP8.5).
These are cascaded down to the HISTALP sites by empirical
-statistical Downscaling and transferred into LSTs via the
same models that have been used for reconstruction
purposes already. First results are shown in Figure 8
depicting LSTs in spring and fall at lake Bodensee.

Figure 3. Models derived for Lake Milstätter See and January. Since Lake Millstättersee is located south of the alpine
ridge, stations have to be situated there as well (i.e. south of the black lines). The blue circle indicates the decorrelationdistance.

Figure 3 symbolizes auxiliary conditions imposed in the selection process, whilst Figure 4 refers
to quality and shows why reconstructions do not extend farther back. Around 1880 about 80%
of the network available for MRL-model establishment is in effect. Ten years earlier, this
percentage has reduced to 50% and another twenty years only about a quarter of stations
would be on hand for model building. 1880 is a trade-off between quality and the desire for
long LST time series.

Figure 7. Future paths of humanity may differ
to the extent eco-friendlyness is more
weighted than profitability and cooperation
across borders more than delimination.
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Figure 5. Model skill quantified by Pearson's correlation coefficient (first row), mean relative error (MRE, middle row)
and mean absolute error (MAE, bottom line) for three arrangements (geographic, depth and renewal time) depicted
by six groups. The x-axis indicates months from March to October.
Figure 4. Development of the amount of HISTALP stations with homogenized records available.
Figure 1. HISTALP stations spread across the European Alps.

Figure 8. Spring and fall LSTs from 1880 to 2100 at lake Bodensee. Blue curves are associated with RCP4.5, whilst
red bunches of trajectories pertain to RCP8.5. Boxplots refer to modelled and recorded LST distributions within
different periods (indicated by the use of the same background color).
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